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BOSNIACS AND INDEPENDENT STATE OF CROATIA:
FROM HOPE AND LOYALTY TO BITTERNESS AND
RESISTANCE
Abstract: Bosniacs met the emergence of Independent State of Croatia with sympathy and hope
that it would bring bigger rights for Bosniacs and Bosnia and Herzegovina than it had been the
case during Kingdom of Yugoslavia. However, when they faced the real nature of the Ustasha
regime, its intolerance towards non-Croats and brutality in politics of ethnic cleansing,
especially the consequences of that politics for Bosniacs, they felt big disappointment and began
to change their attitude towards the newly-proclaimed state. Their biggest concern became the
necessity to defend themselves from rebels, mainly Chetniks, who considered Bosniacs
responsible for crimes committed against Serbs. The political dimension of their new attitude
was the claim for separation of Bosnia and Herzegovina from the territory of Independent State
of Croatia. Slowly but surely Bosniacs were becoming aware that neither restoration of
Yugoslav monarchy nor Croatian nationalistic state were the guarantee for their better and more
peaceful future.
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Many relevant analyses regarding the attitude of Bosniacs towards Independent State of Croatia
indicate that this issue has already got an appropriate treatment in historical science.1
Nevertheless, considering the abundance of archival material elucidating our theme, as well as
the multitude of historical factors shaping its content, there is no doubt that our knowledge about
this issue can be enriched by new interesting and useful information. Especially since this topic
still has not been the subject of integral historical analysis and treatment.
To understand the attitude of Bosniacs towards Independent State of Croatia it is of essential
significance to explain the real nature of the attitude of the Ustasha regime towards Bosniacs.
The essence of that attitude was not only the integration of Bosniacs into a Croatian state
project and Croatian national ideology – the denial of particularity of Bosnia and Herzegovina
and naming Bosniacs "the flowers of Croatian nationality". Immediately after the beginning of
German invasion on Yugoslavia on 6th April 1941. Ante Pavelić sent a radio message to
Croatian soldiers, Catholics and Muslims, inviting them into a decisive battle for establishment
of an independent Croatian state, "stretching from Mura, Drava to Drina, and from Danube to
the blue Adriatic Sea"2. Four days later, after the proclamation of Independent State of Croatia,
Slavko Kvaternik invited Bosniacs to line up under the Ustasha flag, advising them to obey the
commander who would take power on behalf of Poglavnik, "as the most basic and most
precious part of Croatian people"3. In both cases Bosniacs were treated as an object of political
will, as a marginal group with no rights on their own political determination. From later reports of
Croatian political and military officials on the mood of Bosniacs and the behaviour of their
representatives, it was obvious that the new state mostly expected from Bosniacs only one:
unconditional loyalty to the Croatian state and unquestionable obedience to the Ustasha
authorities. Sarajevski novi list – a pro-Ustasha newspaper in Sarajevo, using the most visible
spots, was explaining to Bosniacs that the right on carrying out politics and decision making
belonged only to Poglavnik of Independent State of Croatia. Their right and obligation was to
rely on his wise leadership and to follow the way he had chosen for them.
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In Historical archive Sarajevo there is a letter of "forty intellectuals", with very unusual style
and content, possibly the earliest Bosniac reaction to the establishment of Independent State of
Croatia. The letter was written on 19th April 1941. and it was sent to rais al-ulama Fehim
Spaho. In the letter the rais al-ulama was requested to, leading a deputation, along with other
prominent Bosniacs, visit a commanding general of the German Reich in Sarajevo and express
the wish and request of Bosnian Muslims "that the Führer, considering our majority in Bosnia,
should acknowledge the autonomy of Bosnia, with a Muslim at the head"4. The initiative was
justified by the necessity of preventing Bosniacs from being resigned observers peacefully
watching their homeland being pulled out "in front of their noses" "and joined the newly
established state of Croatia". "Every honor to our Croatian brothers, but Bosnia is ours!" The
rais al-ulama was warned for the responsibility he had in front of all Bosniacs and history in
case of passive attitude and silent watching of current events.
It is hard to say who could be the author of the quoted request. We do not know whether the
mentioned group stood behind it. We do not know either whether they could be identified with
the people who, according to Enver Redžić5, by the end of April 1941, along with a group of
prominent Serbs from Sarajevo, requested from Hakija Hadžić the autonomous administration
for Bosnia and Herzegovina. The only certain facts are the absence of rais al-ulama Spaho in
the initiative concerning autonomy, as well as the brutal reaction of Croatian authorities against
the autonomists, especially the Serbian members of the deputation.6 This event seemed to have
sown the seed of doubt among the Croatian state authorities in unconditional loyalty of
Bosniacs towards Independent State of Croatia.
However, neither the status of Bosnia and Herzegovina nor the national ideology of
Independent State of Croatia decisively determined the mood of Bosniacs towards the new
state. The autonomy of Bosnia and Herzegovina, even in later years, did not become the
subject of wider Bosniac consensus. Proclaiming Bosniacs Croats was not even problematized
at the collective and institutional level. The basic question involved religious and civil rights of
Bosniacs and it was in these regions that hope appeared in development in relation to the
former state.7 In this respect the Poglavnik's message to the rais al-ulama, delivered on 25th
April 1941, seemed to have reached desired effect; after the rais al-ulama had informed district
endowment commissions and local religious councils about the Poglavnik's wish that Muslims in
ISC should feel comfortable, "free, equal and satisfied"8, a positive mood towards the new state
appeared within the Islamic Community.9 Many believed that the time of anarchy and injustice
towards Muslims had been definitely over.
However, soon the Bosniac religious leader faced confusing information which seriously
relativized the primary enthusiasm. As soon as on 24th May 1941. he had to write to the state
secretary of Ministry of Justice Asim Ugljen, begging him to correct the injustice committed to
Hamdija Karamehmedović, a land-registry clerk in Maglaj, who was deprived of his job only
because he had declared himself a Serb.11 A local imam in Ljubuški informed him on 18th
September 1941. that, without any procedure, five fulltime workers in the Tobacco factory had
been sacked from work - Abdulah Orman, Mustafa Kadragić, Hazim Ćerić, Hasan Osmić and
Reško Hrnjičević.12 In his letter to the minister of traffic and public works Hilmija Bešlagić (27th
November 1941) the rais al-ulama complained about the fact that since the establishment of
Independent State of Croatia the relationship between Muslims and Catholics in Duvno had
been very bad, for what he blamed the Ustasha activists and local Catholics who, according to
his opinion, had been plotting against Muslims, especially public officials.13 From month to
month there was less and less room for faith in equal treatment of Bosniacs in the new state.
When the Bosniac leaders in Travnik asked the commander of the 9. infantry regiment to
dislocate the Serbian peasents’ hostages from the building of the Fayziya madrasa, they
actually requested for the same amount of justice and respect as it had been shown to the
Archiepiscopal gymnasium in Travnik.14
The Ustasha crimes against Serbs, Jews, Gypsies and other objectionable elements opened
the new phase in the attitude of Bosniacs towards Independent State of Croatia. Many authors
wrote about the 1941. Bosniac resolutions and their role in raising their awareness and
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aloofness from the Ustasha regime. Surely there is no space for the evaluation that the
resolutions were made by a certain number of prominent Bosniacs "in the framework of the
occupiers' reserve towards the Ustasha national politics and their own autonomist feelings,
essentially with no intention to put an end to cooperation with Ustashas"15. But at the same time
there is no basis for interpreting these resolutions as "anti-Fascist".16 One cannot talk about
anti-Fascism under the conditions of depending on Germany as a political force which could
enable the separation of Bosnia and Herzegovina from the territory of Independent State of
Croatia.17 Let us mention that during 1942. Glasnik Islamske vjerske zajednice Nezavisne
Države Hrvatske – the offical herald of the Islamic Community, was praising the war efforts of
Germany as the struggle "against godless Bolshevism and their allies – false democracies"18.
The resolutions were a vivid manifestation of the increasing anti-Ustasha mood of Bosniac
citizens – to identify loyalty to an enforced state with cooperation with the Ustasha movement is
as baseless as the claim that the 1941. resolutions were "the important turning point in raising
political awareness of wider Muslim classes"19.
At the end of 1941. Bosniac loyalty to Independent State of Croatia was already very wobbly.
The foundation of the Volunteer division of major Hadžiefendić's popular uprising on 22nd
December 1941. was a form of prevention against the Chetniks' crimes in Tuzla region, but also
a vivid manifestation of Bosniac lack of confidence in political and military structures of the new
state.20 In the report of the command of the 3. Home-Guard assembly from 23rd December
1941. concerning the mood of people on the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina it was
emphasized that the people, both Catholics and Muslims, had lost confidence in power, "since
they realize that the power is not capable of restoring order and bringing a better state. Until
now big hope has been laid down in our Home Guard and its leadership, but after the loss of six
districts (Srebrenica, Vlasenica, Višegrad, Rogatica, Goražde and Foča) and nonpossession of
ability from our side to regain them, the people has lost faith in our military force"21. It was
further emphasized that particular hesitation had been felt among Muslims, and the reasons for
that were the following: a) Muslims were mostly exposed to the Chetniks' revenge and they
considered themselves unprotected; b) the Communists, very present among Muslims, were
trying to separate them from the Croatian influence; c) some Italian commanders did not
consider Muslims as Croats, but rather a specific national group, which served the idea of
Muslim-Serb bringing together. As an additional cause of Muslims' disinclination it was
mentioned that many Muslims thought there had not been enough understanding for the
Orthodox Serbs' coverts to Islam.
The rais al-ulama Fehim Spaho has been charged that his almost major concern in 1941.
was the care for the status rights of Muslims who had coverted from Ortodoxy and Judaism.
"While Muslims all around Bosnia bleed, their religious leader is asking for the compensation of
the killed Muslims by the number of the Ortodox Serbs' coverts to Islam".22 According to
historical facts, in 1941. a more possible cause for Spaho's attachment to the anti-Ustasha
oposition, personified in the authors of Bosniac resolutions, was the attitude of the Ministry of
Justice and Religious Affairs towards him as a rais al-ulama than the crimes perpetrated by the
Ustasha movement over innocent civilians.23 He remained loyal to Independent State of Croatia
until the end of his life, but from his letter sent to Džaferbeg Kulenović on 5th February 1942. it
is quite visible that during his last days he was overcome by heavy frustrations because of the
incapability of the Croatian state to protect Bosniacs and restore order in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. In the letter Spaho complained about numerous mistakes committed by the
political and military authorities, from illogical burning of groceries after the conquest of Serbian
villages to the misses of propaganda pouring oil on fire with lies about the liberation of Foča and
Goražde. Kulenović was warned about the increasing Bosniac discontent by indolence of the
Croatian authorities towards their troubles and sufferings:
"I will, together with Hadži Ali Effedi [Aganović], if possible today, intervene here
at our military authorities as well as at the Germans, but I have considered it
necessary to inform you as well about the whole thing, since I think that what we
are dealing with here is a sabotage or even somebody's treason. I cannot believe
that we are to this extent incapable of ruling ourselves and our independent state.
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Every day our people lose faith in our Croatian state and ask openly to seek
salvation in Berlin. In yesterday's local newspaper an interview appeared with our
present enforced mayor about his last stay in Zagreb. There he was telling,
among other things, about his meeting with Vojskovođa and about the salam
Vojskovođa had sent to Muslims. Our people swear that salam, saying they
should be sent the army instead of salam – the army to protect them."24
In the second half of 1942. the high ulama still believed in willingness of the state to protect
Bosniac population and relieve the sufferings of the civilians who had escaped the Chetniks'
pogroms. In the beginning of September the deputation of 'El-Hidaje' asked from Pavelić to
allow Bosniacs' self-defense from the Chetniks, to order the state authorities to help the
refugees and orphans, to help solving the issue of feeding in passive areas.25 On 30th October
1942. the member of Ulama-majlis Muhamed Effendi Pandža insisted from Pavelić to allow
major Hadžiefendić to establish volunteer legions in those Bosniac places where they had not
been established before.26 Some religious officials, however, expressed serious doubts
concerning the new state, especially from the beginning of Bosniac Golgotha in eastern Bosnia.
In one Croatian characterization from January 1942. the Ulama majlis' member Ali Effendi
Aganović was charged for open animosities towards Croationhood and the Croatian state,
especially towards Hakija Hadžić, who, according to Aganović, "had brought here Croatia"27.
According to the author of the characterization, Aganović acrimoniously said to Abdulah Effendi
Nezirović, a young hafis who had managed to espace from the Chetnik execution and come to
Sarajevo, after ten days of wandering around the woods: "You fought for Croatia, you did not
fight for Islam! Let Croats help you. There is no help here." He sent similar message to Tahir
Avdić, a talented theology student Ćamil Avdić's father, when he had asked for his help, after
the Chetnik slaughter in Plane near Bileća.
In the work Posebnost Bosne i Hercegovine i stradanja Muslimana reliable facts were
brought about the presence of Bosniacs in the authorities of Independent State of Croatia and
their participation in the Ustasha movement.28 From these facts it is quite obvious that Bosniacs
constituted an extremely insignificant minority in administration of the new state. According to
one schematic survey, there was not a single Bosniac in the Ustasha supervisory service.29 Also
among the Ustasha officers and noncommissioned officers in the camp of Jasenovac.30
Another point is the fact that even the presence of some Bosniacs in the administration did not
imply unquestionable loyalty to the politics and ideology of the new state. As soon as in the
midst of July 1941. on the address of the Ustasha centre of Grand district of Usora and Soli
several complaints arrived concerning anti-Ustasha behaviour of the head of the district
Ragibaga Čapljić, who had not restrained himself from swearing Ustashas and calling them
criminals.31 In reports to the General Ustasha staff he was being described as a mentally
unbalanced pro-Serb who was doing everything in order to wipe out the Ustashas' influence in
south-east of Bosnia.32 Also several negative judgements were sent to the authorities
concerning the Bijeljina mayor Muratbeg Pašić. In a report from 3rd March 1942. he was
described as a political juggler and manipulator who had worked for the autonomy of Bosnia
and Herzegovina from the establishment of Independent State of Croatia, who had disarmed
with the help of Germans first Croation formations in Bijeljina, but then suddenly became an
Ustasha camp officer becoming famous for his bestiality to local "Greek-easterners". This had
brought to an almost general rebellion of the Orthodox population, so Pašić was enforced to
initiate signing the anti-state Bijeljina resolution.33 A year later, in front of Bijeljina mosque,
according to another report, he declared that Croats had created discord between Bosniacs and
Serbs, but "Drina was theirs and it would always be theirs, and as far as Bosnia and
Herzegovina was concerned, Muslims would fight for it under protection of the German army"34.
Finally, in April 1942, the Ustasha authorities had to arrest a Home-Gaurd colonel Sulejman
Filipović, since he was "linked with Svetozar Vukmanović – Tempo and Avdo Humo from the
National Liberation Movement"35. Later Ustasha literature was mentioning him as a traitor who
had surrendered Tuzla to the Partisans in October 1943, after which the Partisans executed the
commander of the Home-Guard volunteer regiment Muhamedaga Hadžiefendić.36
***
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From my previous discussion it can be concluded that the religious and civil inequality, the
pogroms of the Ustasha regime over non-Croats, the incapability of the political and military
authorities to protect them from Chetniks, represented the main reasons of the increasing
disinclination and aloofness of Bosniacs from Independent State of Croatia. The Croatian state
authorities expected unconditional loyalty of Bosniacs and because of that they were expressing
extreme insensibility towards the consequences their politics had on Bosniac population. In that
sense the frequent arrests of Bosniac youth suspected of Communism were constantly creating
deeper and deeper gap in relationship between Bosniacs and the Croatian state. Already on
23rd August 1941. in Trebinje on the basis of district authorities' warrant 13 young Bosniacs
were arrested for the alleged Communism.37 According to Abdulahbeg Bukvica, in the first days
of Independent State of Croatia the mood of Bosniacs in Brčko towards the Ustasha movement
was good, but then it was ruined thanks to new district chief Montani, as well as the arresting of
Bosniac youth suspected of Communism. According to Bukvica, who was very inclined to the
Croatian state, the arrested youth was not in favour of Communism at all.38 The activists of the
Provincial committee of CPY for Bosnia and Herzegovina watchfully followed the Ustasha and
German arrests of young Bosniacs trying to use those cases to win Bosniacs over for the
Partisan movement.39 In a proclamation "To Muslims, Croats and Serbs of Bosnia and
Herzegovina" Bosniacs were warned that their best youth languished in Sarajevo police prison
and their prominent citizens in different cities, objectionable in the eyes of the regime, were
becoming victims of the Ustasha arrests, persecution and liquidations.40 Boarding school
residents and bursars of the Croatian Muslim cultural society 'Narodna uzdanica' had been
arrested many times for the alleged Communist propaganda.41
Apart from arresting Bosniac youth, also the state politics of agreement and cooperation with
the Chetnik detachments, started at the end of April 1942, had significant impact on Bosniacs'
attitude towards Independent State of Croatia. On the basis of this politics, yesterday's
renegades and troublemakers became a legal army which was expected to help restoring order
in the country. When the village of Lukavica near Gračanica, according to the agreement from
28th May 1942, had come under the Chetniks' influence, local Bosniac inhabitants sent a
request to the authorities asking for separation of their village from the Chetniks' territory, and
as an argument they mentioned constant Chetniks' violence against the peasants, including
stealing their groceries they were trying to sell in the market. The disappointment in this
agreement was even bigger considering the fact that those people, as they insisted, had proved
their loyalty to Independent State of Croatia many times by regular reports to the military and
volunteer participation in actions against rebels.42 In the monthly review of events according to
the received reports in July 1943. a case of Rajko Čelonja was mentioned. He was described as
a famous bloodsucker who had personally slaughtered hundreds of Muslims in the districts of
Srebrenica and Vlasenica with his 120 bloody fellows. "Now he is part of the Chetnik
detachment of Vojvoda Kovačević and it is through him that he cooperates with the HomeGuards who send him food. It is very hard for people to take the fact that these butchers find
refuge under the protection of our military forces."43 The Ustasha-Chetniks' agreements,
generally speaking, intensified Bosniacs' discontent with their position in the new state, as well
as the awareness of necessity of organizing their own military formations in order to protect
Bosniac settlements in the country.44
After 1942. Bosniac discontent more and more turned into bitterness by the regime which
was not doing anything to improve its relationship with Bosniacs. Many Ustasha murders of
Bosniac civilians, which the state authorities did not intend to sanction at all, highly contributed
to this transformation.45 These crimes, especially the attitude of the state towards their
perpetrators, affected Bosniacs so badly that they even produced hesitation among some
Bosniac members of the Ustasha movement. The Josip Korelac case – a massacre perpetrated
by the mentioned Ustasha lieutenant in the midst of June 1943. against the Bosniac civilians in
Srebrenica and surrounding villages46 – initiated numerous protests and requests for justice in a
crime in which neither women nor children were spared. The district chief Abdulah Bešlagić, a
local businessman Jusuf Kravić, a township official Sulejman Mujezinović, all three from Tuzla,
dissociated themselves from Korelac's crimes and resigned from the Ustasha movement. The
superior Ustasha officer Stjepan Šuto warned them that their act was irrational, wrong and
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against the Ustasha principles, that one could leave the Ustasha movement only by a discharge
given by the General Ustasha staff on the basis of Poglavnik's order.47 Korelac defended
himself that he had only been "cleaning" Srebrenica from rebels, which was enough for his
promotion into a rank of captain (satnik) and doing the duties of the deputy commander of the
Ustasha unit in Sarajevo.
After the victory of the Allied forces on the battlefields in North Africa, as well as the defeat of
the 6. German army in Stalingrad, Bosniacs had bigger and bigger doubts in the future of
Independent State of Croatia. The Croatian authorities were aware of that fact, so they charged
them for hesitation and cowardice. In a note from 13th May 1943. a speech of major
Hadžiefendić was cited, on a farewell for officers recruited into SS troops, "in which he did not
say a single word about the Croatian state, mentioning only the places where Muslims lived, as
if they did not fight for Croatia, but only for their own homes. As if the Croatian state was a
porch placed in nowhere"48. Hadžiefendić's speech was characterized as a scandalous
nonsense, and Hadžiefendić himself as a disloyal turncoat who would serve anyone for his
ambitions. In the second part of the report following words were used to describe the political
mood of Bosniacs in Tuzla:
"A significant feature of the majority of Muslims has been recently spotted, and
that is the struggle for their religion, and not for Croatia. They are all occupied
with the Mufti of Jerusalem and the Panislamic movement, and as for the national
character, which they have never expressed frankly, it totally failed. The city of
Tuzla is not good, the city of merchants, whose only ambition is money, how to
get property to the detriment of other people. There are many Muslim Serbs in
Tuzla, who have been whispering with Serbs, especially in recent time, since the
German and Italian forces withdrew from Tunisia"49.
There is no doubt that these "Serb-Muslims", as they were called, were giving more and
more prominent members of the Partisan movement, among whom former members of the
Hadžiefendić legion represented a significant number. Among them there were a teacher Salih
Žilić, a high school professor Mehmed Meša Selimović, as well as the former Hadžiefendić's
adjutant Omer Gluhić, who was considered in Croatian circles as a Greater Serbia supporter,
then a Communist.50 After a while they were joined by the colonel Sulejman Filipović as well as
the deputy head of the district of Travnik Muhamed Sudžuka. After the fall of Tuzla in October
1943. and the First Session of ZAVNOBIH there were more and more Bosniacs in Partisan
units. In Cazinska krajina Huska Miljković with his whole army joined the Partisans.51
According to available sources, the same readiness to join the Partisans was expressed by
Hafis Muhamed Effendi Pandža, a man who stood behind many initiatives that were in support
of Bosniac survival. The case of Pandža was a delicate one because of the fact that he was a
highly esteemed member of the Ulama majlis, a famous preacher of the Beg's mosque, a hafis
of Qur'an and a person who had written 26 sermons as a help for imams in making their own
ones.52 After the agreement with Zaim Šarac, Mehmed Effendi Handžić, Husein Kadić and
Mustafa Softić, on 20th October 1943. Pandža left Sarajevo and went into the wood.53 The
reasons of his departure, according to his own acknowledgement, were the following: a)
gathering of Bosniacs and their information that they had to cut off every connection with the
Ustasha Croat state and the occupier; b) activities providing establishment of interreligious
peace and cooperation between different confessions; c) information of Bosniacs that they had
to do their best in order to realize the autonomous Bosnia in a Yugoslav federation or a Balkan
union; d) establishment of cooperation with all willing to help people, especially with the National
Liberation Movement.54 A record from his hearing in a Partisan division's staff, immediately after
he was arrested by the Partisans in Kula near Ustikolina55, explains to us how Pandža intended
to realize the above objectives. There he emphasized that since the end of summer 1943. the
armament of Bosniacs had been intensified and because of that Bosniacs in the districts of
Stolac, Mostar, Čapljina, Nevesinje, Konjic, Sarajevo, Foča, Goražde, Visoko and Zenica were
in the possession of 15.000 shotguns. According to Pandža, these forces were to be gathered,
united and told that it was the last minute for Bosniacs to enter the common struggle whose
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objective was to expel the enemy from Bosnia and Herzegovina. "Muslim Liberation units",
according to Pandža's vision, would not be independent troops under separate command, but
rather an integral part of National Liberation Movement. "I do not consider that it is possible to
solve the issue of autonomy of Bosnia and Herzegovina as a specific Muslim issue but rather as
a general national issue, which has to be solved by the free will of all peoples from Bosnia and
Herzegovina"56.
In the second part of the hearing Pandža described himself as a consistent anti-Ustasha who
had been working, all the time, in favour of distance between Bosniacs and Independent State
of Croatia, from initiating Sarajevo Ramadan resolution to an action on connecting Bosniac
militia. He retired from the 'People's salvation' committee when he saw that "it had taken weak
position and that its activity had been somehow fearful and led with extreme carefulness"57. The
'People's salvation' committee was established in order to be conception of future political
representation of Bosniacs.58
There is no unique opinion in historiography concerning the real character of Pandža's
military and political action. Especially regarding his attitude towards the Partisan movement.59
We still do not possess decisevely important information on his activities in the period november
– december 1943, until he was arrested by the German army. At the end of his hearing Pandža
mentioned that he had already had a meeting with the Mostar battalion's staff, where he had
been suggested to link himself with the General staff in order to expose his ideas about the
common struggle against the occupier. He had refused it not wanting to force himself "without
previous trust"60. There are no worthy reasons for doubt that Pandža really joined the Partisan
movement. It could be also confirmed by his proclamation to the Bosniacs of Kalesija, Prnjavor,
Vukovije and Jeginov Lug, also to the members of the Green cadre led by Nešad Topčić, in
which he invited them to join the units of the Partisan army.61
In contrast to Pandža, Nešad Topčić did not express inclinations towards the Partisans, still
contributing to the destruction of the Croatian state, making efforts to strengthen the fighting
potential of Bosniacs. In his action, however, Topčić expressed certain tactfulness, manifesting
his belonging to Croatianhood and the Croatian state and explaining his engagement as a
necessity of defending Bosniacs from rebels. Nevertheless, the Croatian authorities had been
watching his military and political activity with great suspicion, especially since they were
informed that his 'Bosnian highlanders' were having contacts with the Partisans and Chetniks.62
The Partisan commanders, from the other side, were calling the Topčić's forces the green cadre
bands that had to be liquidated as soon as possible.63
Although the Ustasha leaders had been receiving reliable information concerning the mood
of Bosniac population towards the Croatian state, they did not stop insisting, until the very end
of Independent State of Croatia, on full loyalty and trust of Bosniacs in their leadership. That is
why the famous Promemorija of Sarajevo Bosniac leaders at the end of April 1944, in which
numerous examples of state violence against Bosniacs had been stated, was characterized in a
special review as "one of the biggest assassination attempts of Muslims on sovereignty and
integrity of ISC"64. The above mentioned Bosniac warnings – typically for Croatian officials –
were not interpreted as appeals for improvement of Bosniacs' human rights, but rather as a tool
in the struggle for the autonomy of Bosnia and Herzegovina, in the hand of Bosniac elite, which
could be solved by the final solution of the problem of Muslims' religious and educational selfmanagement. A year later, in the last days of Independent State of Croatia, the deputy rais alulama Muhamed Effendi Riđanović was asked to make a statement on behalf of the Islamic
Community against the enemies of ISC, against Bolshevism and "the Partisan brutality on the
territory of Independent State of Croatia". Riđanović returned to Sarajevo with the instructions,
but because of the fall of Sarajevo into the Partisan hands, the arranged statement was never
issued.65 It was a vivid manifestation of the Croatian state's ambition to enjoy unquestionable
support of Bosniacs, but also a confirmation of hesitation and disorientation of the Islamic
Community leadership, which, with or without Spaho, was not capable of articulating a
consistent attitude towards Independent State of Croatia and the wartime reality in Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
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During the last months of Independent State of Croatia, Bosniac resistance to the Ustasha
authorities' politics was increased, "especially regarding mobilization into the Ustasha and
Home-Guard formations"66. The Green cadre and the Partisan units were the main refuges, but
also the main expressions of discontent and struggle against the existing order. The military
authorities reacted with pressure and terror, with arrests and executions, trying to prevent the
collapse of the state system. A significant number of Bosniacs met the end of the war in armies
hostile to ISC, the majority of Bosniac population, however, in apathy towards the state which
had been the cause of unprecedented suffering of their compatriots.

Summary
The Ustasha leadership of Independent State of Croatia expected unreserved loyalty and
support of Bosniac population towards its politics. They were not short of promises concerning
their rights and position in the newly-proclaimed state, but did nothing to fulfill them. The first
reactions of Bosniacs were different; while the Islamic Community and pro-Croatian circles were
expressing satisfaction with the emergence of Independent State of Croatia, some ex-JMO
groups, including Uzeiraga Hadžihasanović, were making first steps in order to establish
autonomy for Bosnia and Herzegovina. Soon the attitude of the Islamic Community and its
leader rais al-ulama Fehim Spaho began to change, especially because of the inequality
between Catholics and Muslims in the domain of civil and religious rights. The Bosniac
resolutions in 1941. were the expressions of discontent with the Ustasha regime, its politics of
genocide and ethnic cleansing perpetrated over Serbs, Jews and Gypsies, but still not the
definite turning point in Bosniac attitude towards Independent State of Croatia. The major
reason of Bosniac aloofness from Independent State of Croatia were the crimes perpetrated
over Bosniacs by Chetniks – the crimes that the political and military authorities of the Ustasha
state could not or did not want to prevent. The organization of Muslim militia, from the end of
1941, was the most reliable sign of Bosniac distrust in Independent State of Croatia. Even
official reporters had to admit that the Bosniac population had lost faith in the Croatian state,
thanks to its inability to protect them from the Chetniks.
There were many other reasons for Bosniac discontent and distance from Independent State
of Croatia. The Ustasha arrests of Bosniac youth, suspected of Communism, deportations of
objectionable Bosniacs, legalization of Chetniks' control over Bosniac villages as a
consequence of the Ustasha-Chetniks’ agreements – these were some of the additional causes
of Bosniac opposition to the Ustasha regime. In 1943. the discontent grew into bitterness,
thanks to several cases of unpunished murders of Bosniac civilians, committed by Ustasha
officers. The Ustasha lieutenant Josip Korelac had murdered tens of Bosniac civilians including
women and children in Srebrenica and yet got promotion into a captain.
After the military achievements of the Allies in the spring of 1943. Bosniacs played more
active role in political and military developments in Bosnia and Herzegovina, making additional
efforts to arm themselves as well as to strengthen the Partisan movement which intended to
overthrow the Ustasha rule in their country. During the last months of Independent State of
Croatia Bosniac resistance was becoming more intensified and manifested in avoiding
mobilization in Ustasha and Home-Guard forces. Many joined Partisan military formations, while
the majority felt indifference towards the state which had been the cause of numerous sufferings
of their compatriots.
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